Microscopic Fluorescence Spectral Characteristics of Mixing Ratio of Crude Oil Experiment.
The microscopic fluorescence spectroscopy has become a mature technology of fluid inclusions test and analysis system, which is used to distinguish different types of crude oil and oil inclusions. These would be the important basis to study the history of hydrocarbon accumulation of petroleum basins. The mixture of crude oil from different sources could occur in migration and accumulation process. In order to effectively identify the type of geological process, mixing ratio of crude oil experiment has been carried out. This study result shows that mixing of crude oil make fluorescence color and spectral parameters(λmax, QF535 and CIE-XY) change nonlinearly. Fluorescence spectral parameters of mixed oil is between end member oil A and B. The greater A or B ratio of mixed oil, the closer to A or B. Fluorescence color of mixed oil show nonlinear and gradual change in CIE-XY chromaticity diagram. Variation of spectral spectrum shape show that single peak is changed into double and three peaks. The relationship between QF535 and degree of mixing could calculate quantitatively relative contribution. Mixing different types of crude oil make spectral spectrum shape changes, which present characteristics of two peaks and three peaks but not unimodal peak. The main and subsidiary wavelength reserve wavelength information of end member oils. Based on variation characteristics of fluorescence spectrum, there are three different types of oil including blue, blue-green and yellow fluorescing oil filling in the bottom member of Pinghu formation in A gas field. At the same time, there also was a mixing process of blue-green fluorescing oil and yellow fluorescing oil. The degree of mixing is 47%~55%.